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The joint GM, Blue Harlot, called in the Hares to
set the pack off at Mai Khao as Pole Position and I
were at Bangkok Phuket Hospital, exhibiting PHHH
at the Living In Phuket conference. Many potential
new members showed interest in coming along to join
in the future..let's see!

HARES in..I managed to get there in time to call the
Hares in to thank them, along with this week's Hash
Horn..Mind The Gap...Thank you!

LUCKY LEK
SPOT..Fungus thanked all the volunteers for the Triathlon and asked 
them to remember to turn up tomorrow...at time of writing this report 
all went well on the day. Thank you all for your hard work from GM, 
Two Stroke and Fungus..well done!

RETURNERS in.. just five including Sponge, who returned after 14 years..welcome back all, 
especially Sponge!

VIRGINS in...A reluctant Cheryl and Luke...I think
she knew what was coming..Mr Fister, this week's
Water Babe gave it to her...and him!

RUN SHIRTS...Give Her Another One..took her
shirt off to put on her new 50 Run shirt..well done!

NEW MEMBERS in..Wet Dream and Dan on their
fifth Run..Dan, who is Billy No Mates girlfriend was
named by me...BILLY'S ONLY MATE..welcome to
you both...remember wear your Hash shirts!

STEWARD..Minnie Mouse..MM forgot herself and turned her spot into a back stabbing spot..(don't sit
still Cartoon)..On the ice he came to listen....Boaty and all the Thai girls in..one by one they had to read
what was on Boaty's shirt..every Thai can read can't they asked MM..(not at first MM..takes a little 
time!) J C and Pape in..now she knows JC loves Paper, as we all know..good job as JC has a bit of dosh
now, so MM was looking for a new man!..As she is looking for a new bloke, she said here is what I 
think of different men...she pointed out that she thinks the French are cheap as they don't leave a tip..so 
MM has stopped going Dutch and is now going French...no personal agendas please MM...but we 
could see you put some work into your spot..thanks!

http://phuket-hhh.com/


It was at this time Our Joint GM, Blue Harlot had to 
take over as Pole Position had a little mishap at the 
Hospital...best place to be for a mishap! So, the rest of
the Report is via text from BH

RUN OFFENSES..as we were a long way from home
it was kept short to allow those on bikes to get off in 
the light..I had already asked the circle if anyone had 
seen Lucky Lek's new shoes..he thinks they were 
stolen...but he had put them in the wrong truck..tosser!
Manneken got Fungus in as he had got lost in the tall 

PINEAPPLE FIELD!  Swollen Colon was called in as he was getting all horny over a ginger bird who 
had told him on the Run..if you help me over the mud..she would do just about anything for him...he 
was waiting for the time of his life before the start of the circle...she bought him a beer...he then 
disappeared behind a tree for two minutes..is that all it takes you SC?

DEPARTERS in..just a few..no one wants to leave us!

HARES in..Good Run was called, so stand in Run
Master, J C (MP pissed off early)..had fuck all to do!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER (GM & SCRIBE)

JOIN US ALL NEXT WEEK FOR

 FELLOWSHIP AND FUN


